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Please join me for a cup of coffee and conversation
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The San Francisco Police Department website has a great
informational webpage on how to report crime. Please
take some time to review this link:
http://sanfranciscopolice.org/reportS
Here is some useful information for our Central residents
about reporting crimes and obtaining police services. If
you are reporting a crime that is in progress, dial 9-1-1
immediately. Also, call 9-1-1 to report fires, medical
emergencies and any emergencies related to public
safety.
To report a non-emergency incident (a crime that has
already occurred and the suspects are gone) please call
the SFPD non-emergency phone number at 415-5530123 to have an Officer dispatched to meet with you.
You may also go to any SFPD district station to make a
report. Central Station is located at: 766 Vallejo Street.
Continue on page 2

Next Community
Meeting:
Thurs. Oct. 18, 2018
6:00p.m.-7:00p.m.
Grace Cathedral
1100 California Street

Thank you for
subscribing to our
Newsletter!
Please follow us on
Twitter @SFPDCentral

Chief William Scott’s
message
http://
sanfranciscopolice.org/
chief-police
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Continued from page 1

For your convenience, the following crimes may be reported on-line using the SFPD’s main website (http://
sanfranciscopolice.org/REPORTS):








Harassing Phone Calls: When you are experiencing annoying calls - with no known suspects; for example,
hang-ups or heavy breathing.
Lost Property: When property has disappeared and not stolen. If you think it could have been taken but
you have no idea by who, you may enter the report online.
Theft: When property is stolen but there has been no illegal entry or contact by the thief.
Vandalism/Graffiti: The act of changing, modifying or defacing public or private property, including
graffiti.
Vehicle Burglary: When property was stolen from a vehicle.
Vehicle Tampering: Tampering with a motor vehicle, including vandalism/graffiti of the vehicle.

When you call 9-1-1 or the SFPD non-emergency number, you are actually calling the Department of
Emergency Management (DEM) and a trained professional will prioritize your call and send you the closest
and most appropriate resource(s). Important data and tracking information will also be captured to assist in
getting help to you in the most efficient manner.
Please note, the Central District Police Station email account is NOT monitored daily and was not set up to
take reports of criminal incidents or suspicious occurrences.
Additionally, although we post information on social media such as “Nextdoor” and “Twitter” for
informational purposes, the Police Department does not and cannot view your neighborhood “Nextdoor”
posts and chats, because of privacy concerns. Please encourage your “Nextdoor” contacts to report incidents
to the Police when they post information regarding crimes and any public safety issues on “Nextdoor”.
If you are concerned about a homeless person in San Francisco, call 3-1-1 to make a report. The 3-1-1 staff
will talk with you to determine if the call is referred to the San Francisco Homeless Outreach Team (SF HOT)
or other emergency response services. For general program information about the SF HOT team: Call 415355-7555.
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Crimes of Note
Burglary (Commercial and Residential)

Burglary – The intent upon entry into a property to commit grand theft, petty theft, or any felony.
10/1

2:09am

Burglary, Commercial
400 BLK of Sansome
Burglary, Commercial
300 BLK of Geary
Burglary, Commercial
Unit BLK of Broadway
Burglary, Hot Prowl
900 BLK of Post

10/1

2:46am

10/2

4:08am

10/2

9:30pm

10/3

3:43am

Burglary, Residence
1600 BLK of Larkin

10/4

11:50am

10/5

5:37am

10/6

3:00pm

10/7

3:00pm

10/8

4:25am

Burglary, Hot Prowl
Unit BLK of Isadora
Duncan
Burglary, Commercial
200 BLK of
Embarcadero
Burglary, Apartment
700 BLK of Geary
Burglary, Hotel Room
500 BLK of California
Burglary, Commercial
Unit BLK of Kearny

10/9

7:27am

Burglary, Commercial
300 BLK of Bay

10/9

9:45am

Burglary, Apartment
900 BLK of Post

10/10

1:45am

Burglary, Commercial
200 BLK of Kearny

10/11

10:15am

10/11

12:56pm

Burglary, Commercial
300 BLK of Stockton
Burglary, Hot Prowl
100 BLK of Powell

10/12

12:30pm

10/14

3:26am

10/14

1:00am

Burglary, Apartment
700 BLK of
Leavenworth
Burglary, Apartment
800 BLK of
Leavenworth
Burglary, Commercial
600 BLK of Geary

An unknown suspect entered the store through the side window
and stole property.
An unknown suspect shattered the store window and stole
property.
Two unknown suspects forced open the business front door and
stole property.
The victim heard a noise while in the kitchen. The victim went to
investigate and found an unknown suspect in the bedroom. The
victim ran into another room and called the police. The suspect
then fled the scene.
Two unknown suspects gained entry to the apartment building
door and accessed the basement garage. The suspects broke into
the victim’s vehicle and stole property.
An unknown suspect entered the victims’ room in the hostel and
stole property while they were sleeping.
Two unknown suspects shattered the glass door and stole
property.
An unknown suspect forced open the office door and stole
property.
An unknown suspect entered the victim’s hotel room and stole
property. It is unknown how the suspect gained entry to the room.
Officers responded to an alarm call at a business. The metal roll
up gate of the store was partially opened. The Officers entered
the store and found the suspect inside the store rummaging
through the store. Arrest made.
The suspect entered the employee’s only room and stole the
victim’s property. An officer was flagged down and notified of
the incident. The officer detained the suspect and found the
victim’s property on the suspect. Arrest made.
Two unknown suspects entered the apartment complex and
entered the laundry area. The suspects removed the coin receiver
from a washing machine. The suspects were confronted by the
apartment manager and fled the scene.
An unknown suspect entered the locked building and stole a
backpack from the security desk. It is unknown how the suspect
gained entry to the building.
An unknown suspect entered the conference room while the victims
were on break and stole property.
The victim was showering when she heard a noise coming from the
living room area. The victim looked out of the bathroom and saw
an unknown suspect standing in the living room. The suspect then
fled the scene from the opened window.
An unknown suspect pried open the victim’s apartment door and
stole property.
Two unknown suspects forced open the apartment building door
and stole mail from mailboxes by forcing them open.
An unknown suspect shattered the front glass door and stole
property.
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Aggravated Assault
Assault – An unlawful attempt, coupled with the present ability, to commit a violent injury on another person.
10/3

7:21am

Aggravated Assault,
With Other Weapon
Post/Grant

10/4

12:28am

Aggravated Assault,
With Other Weapon
Unit BLK of Sutter

10/5

11:25pm

10/6

11:43pm

Aggravated Assault,
With Force
1000 BLK of Columbus
Aggravated Assault,
With Other Weapon
500 BLK of Market

10/12

9:00pm

10/13

7:00pm

10/14

2:15am

Aggravated Assault,
With Other Weapon
Unit BLK of Drumm
Aggravated Assault,
With Force
1600 BLK of Powell
Aggravated Assault,
With Force
500 BLK of Broadway

The victim was approached by the suspect who got into his face.
The suspect then swung at the victim. The victim pulled out a knife
and told the suspect to stop. The suspect then pulled out a shirt
threaded through a padlock and used it as a weapon by hitting
the victim with it. The victim pulled out his firearm and pointed it at
the suspect. The suspect retreated and the victim re-holstered his
firearm. Arrest made.
The suspect was attempting to grab a metal pole from the victim’s
truck. The victim confronted the suspect. The suspect grabbed a
glass bottle from the ground and smashed it. The suspect lunged
at the victim with the jagged bottle. The victim was able to back
away to avoid being stabbed. The suspect grabbed a metal pipe
and swung at a second victim. The second victim was able to back
away to avoid being hit. Arrest made.
An unknown suspect approached the victim and pushed the victim
to the ground. The suspect then fled the scene.
The victim got into an argument with an unknown suspect. The
suspect got into the victim’s face and the victim walked away. The
suspect got a cup of hot water and threw it into the victim’s face.
The suspect then fled the scene.
The victim saw the unknown suspect punching a woman and
intervened. The suspect pepper sprayed the victim and fled the
scene.
The victim was walking when an unknown suspect suddenly hit him
on his jaw. The suspect then fled the scene.
The victim was involved in a vehicle collision. After exchanging
information, an unknown suspect from the other party returned to
the scene and punched the victim in the head. The suspect then fled
the scene.

Robbery
Robbery – Robbery is the taking of property from another by using force or by using fear.
10/2

3:20am

Robbery, With Other
Weapon
Broadway/Powell

10/2

10:30am

Robbery, With Force
800 BLK of Washington

10/3

11:45pm

Robbery, With Gun
900 BLK of Greenwich

10/5

1:34am

Robbery, With Force
300 BLK of Stockton

10/5

8:15pm

Robbery, With Force
Front/Green

The victim approached the three unknown suspects and asked for
a cigarette. One of the suspects grabbed the victim’s Thermos
from his backpack and hit the victim in the head with it. The
suspects then fled the scene with the victim’s Thermos.
Two unknown suspects approached the victim and grabbed his
satchel. The victim held on to the satchel and struggled with the
suspects. The suspects were able to rip the satchel from the victim
and fled the scene.
Five unknown suspects approached the victim’s vehicle and opened
the vehicle door. Three of the suspects pointed guns at the victim
and told the victim to get out of the vehicle. The victim ran across
the street to hide as the suspects rummaged through her vehicle.
The suspects then got into a vehicle and fled the scene.
An unknown suspect approached the victim and punched him in the
face. The victim fell to the ground. The suspect stole the victim’s cell
phone from his pocket. The suspect then fled the scene.
An unknown suspect grabbed the victim’s camera that was on a
tripod and attempted to run away. The victim was able to grab
the tripod and struggled with the suspect. The suspect detached
the camera from the tripod and fled the scene.
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10/5

8:35pm

Robbery, Commercial,
With Weapon
500 BLK of Sutter

10/6

12:30am

Robbery, With Gun
Mason/Vallejo

10/6

12:40am

Robbery, Commercial,
With Knife
400 BLK of Powell

10/6

3:02pm

Robbery, Commercial,
With Force
Unit BLK of 3rd

10/7

8:10pm

Robbery, Attempt, With
Force
100 BLK of Powell

10/7

10:55pm

Robbery, With Force
Unit BLK of Stockton

10/9

12:54pm

Robbery, With Other
Weapon
1500 BLK of Hyde

10/9

2:56pm

10/11

7:00pm

Robbery, Commercial,
With Force
100 BLK of Battery
Robbery, With Force
Powell/North Point

10/12

3:30am

Robbery, With Other
Weapon
600 BLK of Bush

10/12

6:02pm

10/13

1:10am

Robbery, Commercial,
With Force
Unit BLK of Powell
Robbery, With Force
Unit BLK of Drumm

10/14

2:35am

Robbery, With Force
Sutter/Taylor

An unknown suspect entered the store and stole merchandise. The
victim confronted the suspect at the door. The suspect pulled out a
metal knuckle and threatened to punch the victim. Fearing for his
safety, the victim backed away. The suspect then fled the scene.
Two unknown suspects approached the victim and pointed guns at
him. The suspects demanded property. Fearing for his safety, the
victim gave the suspects money from his pockets. The suspects then
fled the scene.
An unknown suspect entered the store and stole merchandise. The
victim confronted the suspect. The suspect pulled out a knife and
threatened to cut the victim. The victim walked away from the
suspect to call the police. The suspect then fled the scene.
An unknown suspect entered the store and stole merchandise. The
employee grabbed the item from the suspect and a struggle
ensued. The victim was able to pull the item from the suspect. The
suspect then fled the scene.
An unknown suspect approached the victim from behind and
pulled on the victim’s camera which was hanging from a camera
strap around his neck. The camera strap did not break. Due to the
fail attempt, the suspect fled the scene.
An unknown suspect approached the victim and demanded his
phone. A struggle ensued over the phone. The suspect then
punched and kicked the victim several times. The suspect was able
to pull the phone from the victim. The suspect then fled the scene.
The victim was sitting on a table outside of a café when an
unknown suspect tapped on his shoulder. A suspect tried to grab
his laptop. The victim held down the laptop to prevent the suspect
from taking it. The suspect then pepper sprayed the victim. The
suspect grabbed the laptop and fled the scene.
An unknown suspect entered the store and stole merchandise. The
victim approached the suspect. The suspect pushed the victim out
of the way and fled the scene.
Two unknown suspects approached the victim from behind as she
was boarding the bus. The suspects grabbed her cell phone from
her hands and a struggle ensued. The suspects overpowered the
victim and pulled the cell phone from her. The suspects then fled
the scene.
The victim was approached by the unknown suspect at a bar. The
suspect asked to go to the victim’s hotel room. When they got to
the hotel room, the victim and suspect got into an argument. The
suspect pepper sprayed the victim and took his property. The
suspect then fled the scene.
The suspect entered the store and stole merchandise. The suspect
was confronted by security outside of the store. A brief struggle
ensued, but security was able to detain the suspect. Arrest made.
The victim was inside a store when he was struck in the face by the
suspect. The suspect then took the victim’s bag. The victim ran from
the store and was followed by the suspect. Officers arrived and
found the suspect in back of the store. Arrest made.
An unknown suspect approached the victim and grabbed his
waistband as if he had a weapon concealed under his shirt.
Fearing for his safety, the victim gave the suspect his property.
The suspect then fled the scene.

Vehicle Burglary
10/1 – 10/14

170 Incidents
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September 2018
43 Incidents
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September 2018
87 Incidents
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September 2018
393 Incidents
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Incidents of Note
Vehicle Burglary, Possession of Stolen Property, Conspiracy - Arrest Made
10/03/18 4:30pm
Beach St/Polk St
On 10/03/18, Central plainclothes officers conducted a vehicle burglary abatement operation in the
area of Beach St and Polk St, at which time they observed two suspects looking into windows of
parked vehicles. While conducting surveillance on the two suspects, officers saw one suspect break into
a vehicle and steal a backpack inside.

The suspects attempted to flee the area in a vehicle, but officers successfully deployed spike strips to
disable it. The suspects abandoned the vehicle and fled the area on foot. Officers set up a perimeter
and captured the two suspects.
The two suspects were booked at the County Jail for burglary, conspiracy, possession of stolen
property, and resisting arrest. Since one suspect was found to be in possession of a burglary tool, he
was additionally booked for it.
Animal Cruelty - Arrest Made
10/06/18 6:50pm
2200 BLK of Powell St
On 10/06/18, a suspect approached a dog being walked by its owner on the 2200 BLK of Powell St.
The suspect kicked the dog once on the head/neck area without provocation. A witness at the scene
followed the suspect and pointed out the suspect to officers arriving at the scene. Officers placed the
subject under arrest and booked him at the County Jail for animal cruelty. The dog did not have any
visible injuries at the scene, but the owner said she would take her dog to a veterinarian.
Burglary, Warrant Arrest, Possession of Narcotics Paraphernalia - Arrest Made
10/08/18 4:25am
Unit BLK of Kearny St
On 10/08/18, Central Station officers responded the Unit BLK of Kearny St, on a report of a burglary
alarm. When they arrived, they located a suspect inside and placed him under arrest. The suspect
attempted to conceal his identity and lied to the officers about his name. Officers searched the suspect
and located drug paraphernalia used to ingest illegal narcotics.
A criminal records check on the suspect revealed he had a felony arrest warrant out of San Francisco
for vandalism, resisting arrest, and trespassing. The suspect also was on probation out San Mateo
County for narcotics sales.
The suspect was booked at the County Jail for burglary, possession of drug paraphernalia, the
outstanding warrants, and probation violation.
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Vehicle Theft, Possession of a Stolen Vehicle, Possession of Burglary Tools, Resisting Arrest- Arrest
Made
10/11/18 4:30pm
400 BLK of Sutter St
On 10/11/18, officers responded to the 400 BLK of Sutter St on a report of a stolen vehicle. Officers
located an unoccupied motorcycle on the sidewalk with its ignition punched indicating that someone
started the vehicle without the key. A records check on the motorcycle confirmed it was stolen. While
officers conducted their investigation, a suspect walked up to the motorcycle, used a screwdriver to
start it, and mounted it.

Officers ordered the suspect off the motorcycle, but the suspect refused to comply. The suspect tried to
ride off while officers were still holding onto his arms resulting in the suspect crashing several feet
away. Officers arrested the suspect without further incident. The suspect was booked at the County Jail
for vehicle theft, possession of a stolen vehicle, possession of burglary tools, and resisting arrest.
Robbery, Aggravated Assault, False Imprisonment- Arrest Made
10/12/18 1:42am
200 & 300 BLK of Powell St
On 10/12/18, two victims were assaulted and robbed on the 300 BLK of Powell St. Around the same
time, a third victim was robbed on the 200 BLK of Powell St in a separate incident. In both cases, the
suspects were described as five females. Officers searched the area for the suspects and located one
on the 500 BLK of Mason St. Several victims positively identified this suspect as the one that robbed
them. The suspect was booked at the County Jail for robbery, false imprisonment, aggravated assault,
and conspiracy.
Firearm Possession by a Prohibited Person, Possession of a Loaded Firearm, Possession of a
Loaded Firearm in a Vehicle - Arrest Made
10/15/18 1:41am
Jones/Jackson St
On 10/15/18, officers conducted a traffic stop on a vehicle for traffic violations. While engaging the
driver/suspect in a conversation, the suspect admitted to possessing a firearm on his hip. Officers
recovered a loaded .40 caliber pistol from the suspect and placed him under arrest. A criminal records
check on the suspect revealed he was prohibited from possessing a firearm due to a prior weapon
conviction.
The suspect was booked at the county jail for possession of a firearm by a prohibited person,
possession of a loaded firearm, possession of loaded firearm in a vehicle, and two traffic violations.
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Each month Central Police Station features one
of its officers in an effort to learn more about the
men and women who police our neighborhood.
This month, we interviewed Officer Jennifer Viceral,
a 2-year member of Central Police Station.

Officer Viceral was born in Sacramento, CA and received her High School Diploma from
Sacramento High School.
In 2015, she joined the San Francisco Police Department. After graduating from the Police
Academy, she was assigned to Tenderloin Station for field training. After field training, she
was assigned to Richmond Station for her probation station. She was assigned to Central
Station as her permanent assignment and she is currently a patrol officer on the swing shift
patrolling the Market Street Corridor area.

Before becoming an officer, Officer Viceral was a Police Services Aide at Bayview and
Ingleside Stations.
Officer Viceral’s favorite thing about Central is the camaraderie between the Central
Station Officers.
Officer Viceral is Crisis Intervention Trained and Peer Support Trained.
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Self-Help for the Elderly’s
Longevity Walk
10/6/18
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150th Italian Heritage Day Parade
10/7/18
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Captain Paul Yep attended a Small Business
Security Summit with Chief Bill Scott at the
Bill Graham Auditorium on 10/12/18.
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Definition of Suspicious Activity
Suspicious activity is any observed behavior that could indicate a crime-related incident
has been committed, or about to be committed. Unusual items or situations: A vehicle is
parked in an odd location, a package/luggage is unattended, a window/door is open that is
usually closed, or other out-of-the-ordinary situations occur.
Examples of Suspicious Activity:


An individual peering into vehicles to locate any valuables left unattended.



An individual trying door handles to vehicles, and/or residences to gain access to the
vehicle and/ or residence.



An individual checking front doors of residences to locate any unattended packages, or
individuals following delivery trucks to see where the truck is dropping off packages.
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Definition of Community Policing
Community policing, or community-oriented policing, is a strategy of policing that focuses
on police building ties and working closely with members of the communities.
• Homeless Outreach and Outreach to Drug Users: Central Station officers coordinate with city
agencies to provide outreach and assistance to rehabilitate those who are dependent on
illegal drugs and outreach to homeless individuals to connect them with resources and
support.
• Foot Patrols: Central Station have beat officers assigned to Union Square, Fisherman’s Wharf,
Chinatown, North Beach and Market/Drumm area.
• Monthly Police Community Relations Meetings: Community Meetings are held continuously.
Officers also attend meetings with merchants groups, business groups, development
authorities and others. Concerns are voiced and addressed through problem solving.
• Email Updates: Central Station sends out newsletter updates to residents in the District that
alerts residents of crime trends, upcoming community events, crime prevention tips, and
information on how to contact officers at the District Station.
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The SFPD wants to hear from YOU.
We are committed to excellence in law enforcement and are dedicated to the people, traditions and

diversity of our City. Our mission is to provide service with understanding, response with compassion,
performance with integrity and law enforcement with vision.
We welcome your comments. Let us know how we’re doing, what we could be doing better and your
thoughts on how your police department can work more closely with the community we proudly
serve.
Visit us at sanfranciscopolice.org/feedback. Your feedback will help SFPD better serve our City.

Comments will be reviewed by our Community Engagement Unit and forwarded to the relevant unit,
department office or neighborhood station for review and follow up, if appropriate.
(If this is an emergency, please call 911. For non-emergencies, call 415-553-0123. You may also visit
http://sanfranciscopolice.org/police-commendation-complaint for more information on providing
input on SFPD policies and practices.)
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Career Opportunities

Applying is Easy!
1. Apply with the City and County of San Francisco at www.jobaps.com/sf (Entry Level (Q-2) Police
Officer)
2. Go to www.nationaltestingnetwork.com, choose law enforcement, and register to take the San
Francisco exam ($45). Financial assistance is available.
3. Choose an available exam date that's convenient for you.
4. Schedule your exam.
5. You will receive an email confirming your exam date, time and location.
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EMERGENCY:

911

Non-Emergency:

553-0123

Cell Phone 911:

911

Customer Service Center: 311
Central Station:

315-2400

Captain Paul Yep

315-2480 Paul.Yep@sfgov.org

Patrol Lieutenants

315-2400

Anonymous Tip-Line

392-2623

S.A.F.E.

553-1984

Website:

www.centralpolicestation.org

SFPD Tip Line:

575-4444

Chinese Tip Line:

315-2435

Text a Tip:

847411 (Tip 411)

Blessing Scam Hotline:

553-9219

Graffiti Abatement:

850-6951

Central Events:

315-2446 – Sgt. Jeff Ferreira

Central Permits/
Code Abatement:

315-2423 – Officer Steve Matthias

Deputy City Attorney:

554-3820 – Jill Cannon

Dept. of Parking &
Traffic:

553-1943

DPW Dispatch

695-2020

W

e, the members of the San
Francisco Police Department, are
committed to excellence in law
enforcement and are dedicated to the
people, traditions and diversity of our
City. In order to protect life and
property, prevent crime and reduce the
fear of crime, we will provide service
with understanding, response with
compassion, performance with
integrity and law enforcement with
vision.

